The Achieve Systems Refer & Earn Program
Program
Referred

Commission
Earned

Payment
Notes

Refer a Gold Level
Program Paid

$1000.00 member
$1500.00 leader

Payment is immediate

Refer a Platinum Level
Program Paid

$1500.00 member
$3000.00 leader

Payment is immediate

Refer a CEO Level
Program Paid

$5000.00 member
$6500.00 leader

Payment is immediate

Refer a Achieve Virtual
membership program

$100.00 member
The $100.00 is
$500.00 if they refer one immediate upon sign and
at anytime
the $500 is as they refer
someone.
$500.00 member
If the scholarship is
$1000.00 leader
fulfilled within 12
months by referral.
$500.00 member
If the scholarship person
$1000.00 leader
pays in full within 12
months.
$500.00 flat total for
If the scholarship person
either member or leader has to go on a payment
plan at 12 months.
$0.00
Your referred person
does not pay or fulfill
their scholarship &
defaults.

Scholarship Scenario #1
Sliding Scale
Scholarship Scenario #2
Sliding Scale
Scholarship Scenario #3
Sliding Scale
Scholarship Scenario #4
Sliding Scale

Paid commission notes
Scholarship notes: Remember, if you refer someone who can’t afford the initial investment
and they are awarded a scholarship you are paid immediately as we get paid. You have the
ability to refer a scholarship person, which is someone who is not financially successful and
needs more support to join our program. We will provide that support up front by providing
them full access then we recover our investment in them, and you get paid commission as they
fulfill their scholarship as above.
A scholarship person is under contract to refer someone within 12 months on a gold level
program or higher or pay $2500.00 at 12 months which is ½ of our original entry fee of
$4995.00. Your commission totals are laid out in the above chart based upon the quality of a
member they are and how they handle their scholarship obligation.
Partial Payments: Achieve Systems will sometimes provide commissions on partial payments if
a refer you send us goes on a payment plan. Contact your achieve coaching leader for details.
Collection Accounts: If someone joins and goes into default they go to collections. No
commissions are earned on collection accounts.

